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Abstract. Electric ﬁeld and plasma density data gathered
on a sounding rocket launched from Uchinoura Space Cen-
ter, Japan, reveal a complex electrodynamics associated with
sporadic-E layers and simultaneous observations of quasi-
periodic radar echoes. The electrodynamics are character-
ized by spatial and temporal variations that differed consid-
erably between the rocket’s upleg and downleg traversals of
the lower ionosphere. Within the main sporadic-E layer (95–
110km) on the upleg, the electric ﬁelds were variable, with
amplitudes of 2–4mV/m that changed considerably within
altitude intervals of 1–3km. The identiﬁcation of polariza-
tion electric ﬁelds coinciding with plasma density enhance-
ments and/or depletions is not readily apparent. Within this
region on the downleg, however, the direction of the electric
ﬁeld revealed a marked change that coincided precisely with
the peak of a single, narrow sporadic-E plasma density layer
near 102.5km. This shear was presumably associated with
the neutral wind shear responsible for the layer formation.
The electric ﬁeld data above the sporadic-E layer on the up-
leg, from 110km to the rocket apogee of 152km, revealed
a continuous train of distinct, large scale, quasi-periodic
structures with wavelengths of 10–15km and wavevectors
oriented between the NE-SW quadrants. The electric ﬁeld
structures had typical amplitudes of 3–5mV/m with one ex-
cursion to 9mV/m, and in a very general sense, were asso-
ciated with perturbations in the plasma density. The elec-
tric ﬁeld waveforms showed evidence for steepening and/or
convergence effects and presumably had mapped upwards
along the magnetic ﬁeld from the sporadic-E region below.
Candidate mechanisms to explain the origin of these struc-
tures include the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and the Es-
layer instability. In both cases, the same shear that formed
the sporadic-E layer would provide the energy to generate
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the km-scale structures. Other possibilities include gravity
waves or a combination of these processes. The data sug-
gest that these structures were associated with the lower al-
titude density striations that were the seat of the QP radar
echoes observed simultaneously. They also appear to have
been associated with the mechanism responsible for a well-
deﬁnedpatternof “whorls”intheneutralwinddatathatwere
revealed in a chemical trail released by a second sounding
rocket launched 15min later. Short scale (<100m) electric
ﬁeld irregularities were also observed and were strongest in
the sporadic-E region below 110km. The irregularities were
organized into 2–3 layers on the upleg, where the plasma
density also displayed multiple layers, yet were conﬁned to a
singlelayeronthedownlegwheretheplasmadensityshowed
a single, well-deﬁned sporadic-E peak. The linear gradient
drift instability involving the DC electric ﬁeld and the verti-
cal plasma gradient is shown to be incapable of driving the
observed waves on the upleg, but may have contributed to
the growth of short scale waves on the topside of the narrow
unstable density gradient observed on the downleg. The data
suggest that other sources of free energy may have been im-
portant factors for the growth of the short scale irregularities.
Keywords. Ionosphere (Mid-latitude ionosphere; Electric
ﬁelds and currents; Ionospheric irregularities)
1 Introduction
The “Sporadic-E Experiment over Kyushu” (SEEK) ex-
periments combine in-situ and ground-based measurements
in order to advance our understanding of the electrody-
namic properties and neutral wind forcing of the mid-latitude
lower ionosphere during sporadic-E conditions when quasi-
periodic radar echoes are present. The SEEK-1 campaign2320 R. Pfaff et al.: Electric ﬁeld measurements of DC and long wavelength structures
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Fig. 1. Horizontal projection of the trajectories of the SEEK-2
sounding rockets and the Tanegashima south radar beam.
(Fukao et al., 1998) was conducted in August, 1996 from
the Uchinoura Space Center located to the south of Kyushu
Island, Japan. This joint rocket, radar, and ground-based
investigation returned a wealth of information concerning
sporadic-E phenomena and QP echoes including evidence
for large wind shears (Larsen et al., 1998), localized polar-
ization electric ﬁelds within and above the sporadic-E layers
(Pfaff et al., 1998), and the existence of broad spectra of ir-
regularities in both the electric ﬁeld and plasma density data
(Pfaff et al., 1998; Mori and Oyama, 1998).
The SEEK-2 campaign was carried out in August 2002,
from the same location. Although the general investigation
was similar to that of SEEK-1, several important changes
were made. Besides the addition of more comprehen-
sive ground-based measurements and the inclusion of to-
mographic radio beacons to determine the horizontal spatial
structure of the plasma density, two rockets were launched
15min apart on the same night that included a variety of
probe measurements as well as luminous trails to measure
neutral winds. Both rockets were launched in the presence of
QP radar echoes and sporadic-E conditions. Details of the
SEEK-2 campaign and experiment objectives may be found
in Yamamoto et al. (2005).
In this paper, we present detailed electric ﬁeld double
probe measurements gathered on the ﬁrst SEEK-2 sounding
rocket (S310-31). We report measurements of DC electric
ﬁelds and large amplitude, wavelike electric structures prop-
agating in the NE-SW quadrants. We relate the electric ﬁeld
measurements to simultaneous measurements of plasma den-
sity as well as to the neutral wind measurements gathered on
the second SEEK-2 rocket (S310-32) launched 15min later.
Finally, we report observations of short-scale electric ﬁeld
irregularities gathered with the double probe detector. The
observations are interpreted in terms of current theories of
sporadic-E physics. They also serve as comparisons for nu-
merical simulation studies presented in a companion paper
(Yokoyama et al., 2005).
An outline of this paper is as follows. We ﬁrst provide an
overview of the electric ﬁeld experiment and payload geom-
etry. We then present the measurements and basic analysis of
the DC and long wavelength electric ﬁelds. This is followed
by comparisons with the plasma density measurements and
an analysis of the shorter scale (higher frequency) measure-
ments. The paper concludes with a discussion and summary.
2 Experiment overview
The data reported here were gathered on the Japanese sound-
ing rocket S310-31 which was launched on 3 August 2002
at 23:24 LT from the launch range at Uchinoura, Japan. The
rocket achieved an apogee of 151.9km at 193.9s after liftoff.
The rocket trajectory was predominantly eastward and in-
cluded a large horizontal velocity of 777m/s such that the
upleg and downleg traversals of the lower-E-region (105km)
were separated by about 157km, as shown in Fig. 1. The
geophysical conditions at launch are described by Yamamoto
et al. (2005).
The S310-31 payload was equipped with a dual set of or-
thogonal double probes of 4.0m (tip-to-tip) length to mea-
sure both DC and wave (or AC) electric ﬁelds in the spin
plane of the payload, as shown in Fig. 2. This experiment
was identical to the electric ﬁeld experiment on the SEEK-
1 rocket (Pfaff et al., 1998). Spherical sensors with 4.4cm
diameter were used to gather the potentials which were de-
tected with high impedance (>1012) pre-ampliﬁers using
the ﬂoating (unbiased) double probe technique. The potential
differences on the two main orthogonal axes were digitized
on-board using 16-bit analog-digital converters, sampled at
1600 samples/s with anti-aliasing ﬁlters at 800Hz.
The electric ﬁeld measurement coordinate system is
shown in Fig. 2 in which the x and y components represent
the orthogonal spin plane potential differences measured be-
tween spheres 1 and 2 and spheres 3 and 4, respectively. The
z component is subsequently computed on the ground based
on these two measurements, as will be explained later.
The payload attitude during the ﬂight was such that the an-
gle between the coning axis and the magnetic ﬁeld was cen-
tered at 53◦ pitched towards the east, as shown in Fig. 3. The
coningwascharacterizedbyahalfangleof8◦ andaperiodof
243s, and did not appear to degrade the measurements in any
noticeable way. The vehicle motor casing, for which the ex-
posed surface was conducting, was retained with the payload
during the ﬂight. A star sensor and magnetometer provided
attitude data with an accuracy of about 1deg.R. Pfaff et al.: Electric ﬁeld measurements of DC and long wavelength structures 2321
3 Data presentation and analysis – DC electric ﬁeld
measurements
3.1 Overview of the raw electric ﬁeld data
The principal electric ﬁeld data were gathered from the two
crossed (perpendicular) double probes in the rocket spin
plane and are shown in the middle and lower panels of
Fig. 4 for the entire ﬂight while the payload was in the iono-
sphere (>90km). The potential differences measured be-
tween spheres 1 and 2, or Ex, are shown in the middle panel
and those potentials measured between spheres 3 and 4, or
Ey, are shown in the lower panel. As these measured ﬁelds
are in the spacecraft frame, the large sine waves result from
the payload rotation at the spin period of 1.38s. The largest
contribution to the electric ﬁeld measurements by double
probesmovingthroughtheionosphereatmid-latitudesisthat
due to the V×B ﬁelds created by their motion across the am-
bient magnetic ﬁeld, where V is the rocket velocity in the
Earth-ﬁxed reference frame and B is the ambient magnetic
ﬁeld.
The large sine waves corresponding to Ex and Ey in Fig. 4
are essentially 90deg out of phase, as expected for orthogo-
nal, spin plane DC electric ﬁeld measurements on a spinning
payload. (This phase shift is easier to see on expanded time
scale representations, as will be shown in the next ﬁgure.)
Detailed inspection of the two orthogonal measurements re-
veal that they agree to within 1% with a small phase de-
parture of 1.5◦ from strict orthogonality. Adjustments for
these small amplitude and phase variations, as well as slowly
changing DC offsets due to the sphere contact potentials and
other sources, have been applied to the data used to compute
the DC electric ﬁeld solution that follows.
The sum of the squares of the two components in the lower
panels are shown in the upper panel in Fig. 4 and represents
the magnitude of the DC electric ﬁeld in the spin plane of
the payload. These data reveal abrupt, large-scale variations
which can immediately be attributed to changes in the geo-
physical electric ﬁeld since the V×B ﬁelds are slowly vary-
ing. The sum of the squares data also reveal contributions
at the spin frequency and its harmonics. These contributions
result primarily from distortions of the sinuso¨ ıdal waveforms
in the raw data. We discuss this topic in more detail below.
3.2 Detailed examination of the measured potentials
BeforecalculatingthegeophysicalDCelectricﬁelds, weper-
form a detailed inspection of the raw data and the higher fre-
quency contributions to the potential differences. In addition
to examining the data for evidence of plasma waves and ir-
regularities, we seek to identify and, if possible, remove any
non-geophysical contributions to the measured potentials.
Figures 5a and b show enlargements of the raw data in Fig. 4
for 13s intervals of the ﬂight during the upleg and downleg
sporadic-E encounters corresponding to ∼97–109km. The
Ex data are shown in the upper portion of the ﬁgures whereas
the Ey data are presented in the lower portion. The raw data
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have been ﬁltered at 5Hz and the higher frequency compo-
nents are shown beneath the raw, DC-coupled waveforms.
Examination of the large amplitude spin period wave-
forms reveal departures from pure sine waves for reasons
that are both geophysical and non-geophysical. The geo-
physical variations are due to large scale irregularities and
structures associated with the sporadic-E layers that are the
main subject of this paper. The upleg data in Fig. 5a shows
a lower layer of irregularities between 84–89s and an up-
per layer between 93–96s. On the other hand, the downleg
data in Fig. 5b show only one layer of irregularities between2322 R. Pfaff et al.: Electric ﬁeld measurements of DC and long wavelength structures
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Fig. 5. (a) An expanded view of the raw electric ﬁeld data gathered between 97 and 109km on the upleg together with the ﬁltered (wave)
data for frequencies greater than 5Hz. (b) Same as Fig. 5a but for the downleg.
292–297s. As can be seen in the ﬁgures, the shorter scale
(i.e. ﬁltered data) irregularities had amplitudes of approxi-
mately +2–3mV/m and were somewhat stronger during the
upleg. We will return to these higher frequency irregularities
later on below.
The data also include “spikes” that appear simultaneously
in both waveforms that are attributed to interference from
other instruments on the payload. The most prominent of
these spikes have been removed from the data and thus con-
stitute the brief intervals where no data are shown. In someR. Pfaff et al.: Electric ﬁeld measurements of DC and long wavelength structures 2323
cases, smaller spikes were not removed and hence may con-
tribute to the presence of “irregularities”. These small spikes
appear more prominent in the downleg ﬁltered data.
In order to best determine the DC electric ﬁeld, we ﬁt
model sine waves at the spin frequency of 0.72Hz to the
Ex and Ey data for the entire ﬂight. We ﬁrst identify non-
geophysical contributions to the DC electric ﬁeld waveforms
(e.g. from magnetic shadowing, wake, and interference ef-
fects) and then compute the model ﬁts from only those por-
tions of the waveforms that are related to geophysical elec-
tric ﬁelds. The sine wave ﬁts are computed for every data
point in a progressive manner for both the Ex and Ey wave-
forms. Consequently, the DC electric ﬁeld data shown below
are essentially low pass ﬁltered below the spin frequency of
0.72Hz.
3.3 DC electric ﬁeld solution
Since the electric ﬁeld component along the spin axis, Ez,
was not measured, vector electric ﬁelds are obtained assum-
ing E·B=0, where E is the electric ﬁeld vector and B is the
magnetic ﬁeld vector. In this manner, we calculate what Ez
would have been based on the measured Ex and Ey data in
ordertosatisfythisrelation. ThegeometryisshowninFig.2.
The corresponding values of Ez are shown in the center panel
of Fig. 6 based on the model ﬁts of Ex and Ey discussed
above. The accuracy of the Ez derivation depends on the an-
gle between the spin axis and the magnetic ﬁeld. Clearly, as
the angle approaches 90deg, the magnetic ﬁeld vector would
then lie near or within the spin plane and thus it would be-
come increasingly difﬁcult to derive Ez using the assumption
that there are no electric ﬁelds parallel to B. For this experi-
ment, the angle between the spin axis and the magnetic ﬁeld
varied between 120–135deg for the entire ﬂight, as shown
in the top panel of Fig. 6. The Ez computations represent
the spin axis electric ﬁeld component with a high degree of
conﬁdence due to the lack of a large variation in the Ez data
associated with the coning angle, as well as the fact that most
of the Ez potential corresponds to the z-component of V×B,
as shown in the middle panel of Fig. 6. Note that Ez varies
with the angle between the spin axis and the velocity vector,
as shown in the top panel of Fig. 6.
The lowest panel of Fig. 6 shows the sum of the squares of
themeasuredEx andEy components, whoseamplitudesnow
correspond to those of the sine wave ﬁts discussed above, and
the computed Ez component. This sum represents the mag-
nitude of the combined ambient geophysical and V×B elec-
tric ﬁelds encountered by the payload. We have overlaid the
V×Bmagnitude based on the measured rocket velocity and
the model magnetic ﬁeld. Notice that most of the measured
potential corresponds to the V×Bcontribution. The depar-
tures from the V×B induced ﬁeld are the geophysical ﬁelds
we seek to extract, characterize, and understand.
The next step is to subtract the V×B ﬁelds from the Ex,
Ey, and Ez components. The attitude data are then used
to rotate the ﬁelds from the payload reference frame into
geophysical coordinates. The resulting ﬁelds are presented
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in zonal and meridional geomagnetic coordinates in Fig. 7
along with vector (or arrow) plots of the ﬁelds. Notice that
the electric ﬁelds are characterized by large amplitude struc-
tures with a quasi-periodic nature. In particular, the electric
ﬁeld structures display a period of roughly 20–30s, primar-
ily within the ﬂight time period of 100–200s, as shown in
the lowest panel. Notice further that the ambient DC or static
electric ﬁeld is quite small. We discuss the structured ﬁelds
in more detail below.
3.4 Plasma density measurements
The plasma density measurements from the ﬁxed-bias Lang-
muir probe are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 7. They have
beennormalizedusingtheabsolutedensityobtainedfromthe
impedance probe (Wakabayashi et al., 2005). On the upleg,
the data reveal two main layers at 103km and 105km with
peak amplitudes near 105 cm−3. A single, narrower layer is
observed near 102.5km on the downleg with a peak density
of 8×104 cm−3. The plasma density data show variations
throughout the ﬂight, as discussed below.
The plasma density and DC electric ﬁeld results are dis-
played versus altitude in Fig. 8a for the upleg and Fig. 8b
for the downleg. Notice that the sporadic-E region between
95–110km is broader and more structured in the plasma den-
sity data on the upleg, which corresponds more directly to
the region of QP radar echoes observed between 95–105km
during the ﬂight (Saito et al., 2005). Above the sporadic-E
layer, both the density and electric ﬁeld data reveal a struc-
turing at altitudes which are not the same between the up-
leg and downleg. We interpret this structuring as that due
to space/time variations encountered by the payload and not
due to a layering with altitude. In other words, if the structur-
ing were due to broad, stable horizontal layers, then the same2324 R. Pfaff et al.: Electric ﬁeld measurements of DC and long wavelength structures
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altitudes would be affected on both the upleg and downleg,
as also discussed in Kelley et al. (1995).
3.5 Large amplitude periodic structures
We proceed by interpreting the large scale variations in the
electric ﬁeld and plasma density above about 107km on the
upleg as signatures of large amplitude, quasi-periodic struc-
tures. The quasi-periodic variations in the electric ﬁeld data,
particularly in azimuth, reveal a characteristic spacing of
∼20–30s as shown in the middle and lower panels of Fig. 9.
This period was also readily apparent in the electric ﬁeld ar-
row plots in the lowest panel of Fig. 7. The upper panel of
Fig. 9 shows the plasma density variations versus time in
a 1N/N format. Here, we compute a smoothed “ambient”
plasma density based on average values of the density. We
then compute the ratio: (raw data – ambient)/ambient to cre-
ate the 1N/N signature. There is a general structure in the
1N/N data that suggests a relationship with the electric ﬁeld
structure. However, there is no apparent, detailed correspon-
dence between the 1N/N and 1E amplitudes. We now seek
to characterize the temporal periodic structure observed in
the vector electric ﬁeld data as a wavevector.
In order to obtain a more deﬁnitive measure of the
wavevector direction and period associated with the elec-
tric ﬁeld quasi-periodic structures, we perform a minimum
variance analysis. This provides the principal component
of the electric ﬁeld structures. We restrict ourselves to the
data above the sporadic-E layer (i.e. >110km) and separate
the upleg and downleg portions of the ﬂight. The results are
shown in Fig. 10. The direction of the principal component
fortheuplegdatais53.3◦ (ornortheast)and200.7◦ (orsouth-
west) for the downleg data. There is a 180deg ambiguity in
each of these measurements. The eigenvalue ratio betweenR. Pfaff et al.: Electric ﬁeld measurements of DC and long wavelength structures 2325
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the principal and secondary components is much stronger for
the upleg data (4.1) than for the downleg data (1.9) indicating
that the variations are much more well-deﬁned in this region
on the upleg. Accordingly, we concentrate on these data in
our analysis.
Notice that the electric ﬁeld variations on the upleg are not
sinusoidal but reveal steepened structures, similar in some
ways tothenarrowplasma density variationsshownin Fig. 9.
Further, notice in the upleg data in Fig. 10 that, although
most of the variations are in the direction of the principal
component as expected, the secondary component does show
electric ﬁeld variations in opposite directions at 50s intervals
corresponding to those times when the electric ﬁeld was par-
ticularly strong. The signiﬁcance of this is not clear. Such
features are difﬁcult to fully ascertain because the data inter-
val is limited by the relatively brief rocket trajectory.
The upleg variations display a characteristic periodicity of
20–30s. We can relate the rocket velocity, V r, wavevector,
k, observed frequency, ω, and the phase velocity, Vφ, by the
Doppler shift relation:
ω=k·V r+kVφ
Since the rocket velocity along the principal component was
434m/s, the wavelength estimate is 9–13km, if the phase
velocity is 0m/s. If the intrinsic wave velocity were 50m/s
towards the southwest, as suggested by the QP echo time
lag observed between the two radars (Saito et al., 2005), the
wavelength is estimated to be 10–15km. The vector relations
are shown in Fig. 11. In the discussion section, we will relate
the wavelength and velocity direction to those observed by
the QP radar data as well as with theoretical considerations.
3.6 Wave electric ﬁeld measurements
Shorter-scale or higher frequency plasma waves were de-
tected by the same detectors that gathered the DC electric
ﬁeld data. Figure 12 displays spectrograms (plotted vs. al-
titude) of the wave power detected by the Ex double probe
for the upleg and downleg. The spectrograms represent the
power spectral density of the waves computed using the
Fourier transform with Hanning windows for which the time-
ordered spectra were subsequently mapped into equal alti-
tude bins. The plasma density data are also plotted for refer-
ence. Thehigherfrequencywavesinthelower-E region(95–
110km) are the shorter-scale irregularities associated with
the sporadic-E layer that were also shown in Figs. 5a and
b. Notice that there is also some evidence for smaller am-
plitude, narrow layers of low frequency plasma waves asso-
ciated with the large scale density structures at higher alti-
tudes, for example at 117km, 127km, and 150km on the
upleg. The downleg spectrogram shows evidence of a some-
what continuous, though patchy, ensemble of very low fre-
quency (<20Hz) waves within the upper sporadic-E region
between 108–142km, in likely association with the highly
structured plasma density within this region. As is clear in
the spectrograms, however, the strongest and the broadest
irregularity signatures are conﬁned to the main sporadic-E
regions below 110km.R. Pfaff et al.: Electric ﬁeld measurements of DC and long wavelength structures 2327
Figure 13 provides enlargements of the sporadic-E re-
gion from 93–113km for the upleg (a) and downleg
(b). Here are shown the DC electric ﬁeld, plasma den-
sity, electric ﬁeld waveform (Ex) ﬁltered above 5Hz, the
corresponding electric ﬁeld spectrogram from 0–250Hz, and
the product of the vertical component of the DC electric ﬁeld
and the vertical density gradient. This last parameter is im-
portant for growth rate considerations and will be discussed
further on below. White lines in the sonograms correspond to
large gaps in the data where non-geophysical signals were re-
moved. Smaller gaps in the data did not result in white lines
in the spectrograms as interpolation techniques between ad-
jacent spectra were employed.
With respect to the interpretation of the wave electric ﬁeld
data, we note that it is difﬁcult to relate wave frequency to
wavelength without knowledge of the wavevector direction
and phase velocity (e.g. Fredricks and Coroniti, 1976). As
the horizontal component of the rocket velocity was 777m/s,
a 10m wave in this direction with a small phase velocity (i.e.
V φV r) would thus appear in the payload reference frame
at 77Hz. A horizontal 10m wave with near-zero phase ve-
locity traveling at 45◦ to the rocket velocity would appear at
55Hz in the rocket frame. Although higher frequencies nor-
mally correspond to shorter scales, the converse is not nec-
essarily true, since short scale waves oriented at directions
oblique to the rocket velocity contribute to wave power at
lower frequencies.
The power spectral densities shown in these spectrograms
include some modulation at twice the rocket spin period,
which is revealed to some extent in the ﬁltered time se-
ries data shown earlier in Figs. 5a and b. Such modulation
from data gathered with a spinning electric ﬁeld detector may
sometimes be used to determine the direction of the observed
electrostatic waves, since k is parallel to δE for electrostatic
waves. However, due to their brief encounters by the rocket
probes and the interference present in the raw data, the direc-
tion of the short scale waves is difﬁcult to discern. Detailed
analysis (not shown) of the irregularities reveals that their di-
rections appear somewhat isotropic (at least within the spin
plane) on the upleg, whereas the downleg data display a more
distinct twice-per-spin modulation (see in particular the ﬁl-
tered Ey data in Fig. 5b), indicative that these wavevectors
are predominantly organized in one direction.
4 Discussion
The electric ﬁeld and plasma density data reveal a com-
plex electrodynamics associated with the sporadic-E layer
and nearby QP radar echo region observed during the rocket
ﬂight. We now discuss the observations and attempt to re-
late them to physical processes operating in the earth’s lower
ionosphere during this event. Our approach is to organize the
observations into two different regions: the main sporadic-E
region (95–110km) and the upper sporadic-E region (110–
152km). We seek to understand the phenomena distinct to
53°
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Vrocket
Fig. 11. The principal component of the observed, large scale elec-
tric ﬁeld wavevector for the upleg with respect to the horizontal
rocket velocity and the horizontal magnetic ﬁeld coordinates.
each region, as well as to understand how the two regions
interact.
4.1 Ambient “background” DC electric ﬁelds
The ambient or background ionosphere DC electric ﬁelds
encountered by this rocket on the upleg are difﬁcult to dis-
cern due to the highly variable electric ﬁelds present within
and above the sporadic-E layer. The downleg data above
the sporadic-E region (i.e. 110–152km) were not charac-
terized by such large amplitude structure and revealed am-
bient ionospheric DC electric ﬁelds of ∼2mV/m that were
generally in the westward direction. For these data gathered
at mid-latitudes near midnight, the amplitude and direction
of this ﬁeld agrees with MU radar observations in Japan for
the same local time and season (Oliver et al, 1993). The con-
tribution to the lower ionosphere electric ﬁeld set up by local
neutral winds and plasma density layers compared to global
electric ﬁelds that mapped down along the magnetic ﬁeld
from the ionosphere above is not immediately clear. Nev-
ertheless, this ambient ionospheric DC electric ﬁeld might
have contributed as a driver of the large scale dynamics rel-
evant to the physics of the sporadic-E layer discussed here.
Such ﬁelds are also important when evaluating the E and F
region coupling during sporadic-E events.
4.2 Polarization electric ﬁelds
Polarization DC electric ﬁelds within the main sporadic E
region (95–110km) may be set up by a variety of processes
that are complex and arise from a variety of sources. These
include:
1. Direct generation via differential ion-electron drag
driven by the neutral wind,
2. Static ﬁelds set up by charge separation within and be-
tween layers including enhanced Cowling conductivity2328 R. Pfaff et al.: Electric ﬁeld measurements of DC and long wavelength structures
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Fig. 12. Spectrograms of the ﬁltered Ex data (right hand panels) plotted alongside the plasma density data (left hand panels) for the upleg
(a) and downleg (b).
enhancements in regions of ﬁnite horizontal width as
suggested by Haldoupis et al. (1996), and
3. Fields associated with large scale motions of the layer
and instabilities.
Although it is difﬁcult to sort out these processes deﬁnitively,
particularly without a simultaneous, local measurement of
the neutral wind (i.e. on the same payload), we comment on
the different processes that the observations suggest may be
at work in the sporadic-E layer.
The DC electric ﬁeld observed in the main sporadic-E
region (95–110km) exhibited typical amplitudes of ∼2–
4mV/m as shown in Figs. 13a and b. Although the elec-
tric ﬁelds include variability in amplitude and direction, no
consistent correlation between these variations and those of
the plasma density layers were readily apparent, with a few
exceptions noted below. For example, on the upleg be-
tween 102–105km, the plasma density is divided between
two peaks with amplitudes near 105 cm−3 and altitude thick-
nesses of 1–2km. Between the density peaks, a “valley” with
an altitude extent of about 1km exists at 104km in which the
density dips to 3×103 cm−3. However, throughout this inter-
val, the DC electric ﬁeld does not exhibit much variation in
amplitude or direction, despite the fact that the Hall mobility
peaks near 105km. Further, there is no enhancement of the
zonal electric ﬁeld due to the ﬁnite zonal horizontal extent of
the layer that would produce an enhanced localized Cowling
conductivity, as proposed by Haldoupis et al. (1996). In the
sporadic-E region on the upleg from 90km to 110km, there
is a general trend for the direction of the electric ﬁeld to ro-
tate from west through south to the east, as shown in Fig. 8a.
Perhaps this changing direction is related to the general wind
pattern, although it is not presently understood.
Within the 1–2km altitude interval near 107km, the upleg
data do show a marked ∼5mV/m enhancement of the DC
electricﬁeldamplitude(seeFig.8a)thatcorrespondstosome
extent to the simultaneous depletion of the electron density,
although the peak electric ﬁeld is about 1km above the alti-
tude where the depletion has its lowest value. This signature
is somewhat similar to the sharp 20mV/m polarization elec-
tric ﬁeld enhancement observed near 122km on the upleg of
the SEEK-1 rocket (Pfaff et al., 1998), although not nearly
as intense or as distinct. The azimuth of the electric ﬁeld
changes abruptly near 105.5km on the upleg, as the electric
ﬁeld varies through zero, suggesting the presence of a shear
node. (Of course, the direction of the electric ﬁeld is difﬁcult
to determine when its amplitude is near zero, as seen in other
instances in the data in Figs. 8a and b when the electric ﬁeld
amplitude becomes very small.) Indeed, the 5mV/m peak at
107km is in the southwest direction and may be evidence of
the lowest altitude where the quasi-periodic structuring dis-
cussed in the next section “emerges” from the sporadic-E
region and becomes distinct.
The most striking evidence for a DC electric ﬁeld signa-
ture in the sporadic-E region that corresponds to a variation
in the plasma density is that shown in the downleg data near
102.5km. Here, a strong change in the DC electric ﬁeld di-
rection is coincident with the isolated, narrow sporadic-ER. Pfaff et al.: Electric ﬁeld measurements of DC and long wavelength structures 2329
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Fig. 13. (a) Expanded view of the upleg measurements in the sporadic-E region (93–113km). The panels show (from left to right) the DC
electric ﬁeld, plasma density, 1Ex waveform for frequencies >5Hz, 1Ex spectrogram, and the scalar product of the DC electric ﬁeld and
the vertical gradient of the plasma number density. (b) Same as Fig. 13a but for the downleg.
plasma density peak of 8×104 cm−3. Both the zonal and
meridional electric ﬁeld components increase to some ex-
tent just above and just below the layer (see Fig. 13b), while
rotating through zero where the layer density peaks (see ar-
row in Fig. 8b). This pronounced variation in the DC electric
ﬁeld presumably corresponds to the assumed neutral wind
shear responsible for the layer. The mechanism that created
this change in the zonal electric ﬁeld is not clear, since the
U×B equivalent electric ﬁeld would only be observed in a
referenceframemovingwiththeneutralwind(U),andwould
furthermore be expected in the meridional component for a
classic sporadic-E layer set up by a zonal wind shear (e.g.
Whitehead, 1970). If the sporadic-E layer contains zonal
density gradients, then a zonal neutral wind could generate
zonal polarization electric ﬁelds via the “Hall polarization”
process discussed by Tsunoda et al. (2004).
The electric ﬁeld shear at the sporadic-E peak on the
downleg is also interesting because the “ambient” DC elec-
tric ﬁeld appears to change direction above and below the
layer and not just in the fewkm altitude region deﬁned by the
layer. In other words, below the layer, the predominate DC
electric ﬁeld is eastward, yet it is westward above the layer,
as discussed above in the ambient DC electric ﬁeld section.
These very low altitude (<100km) electric ﬁelds suggest a
strong dependence on the local neutral winds implying that
they may dominate the global ionospheric DC electric ﬁelds
that map down from above.
The correspondence of the large scale electric ﬁeld and
plasma density variations in the SEEK-2 data suggest a com-
plex relationship between these quantities, including shifts
between the electric ﬁeld and density waveforms that may be
due to dynamics that can not be fully captured by a snapshot
of measurements along a one-dimensional rocket trajectory.
Further, this relationship would be expected to be a non-local
one, in which the DC electric ﬁeld maps along the ﬁeld line
and would more likely be correlated with the integrated den-
sity along the magnetic ﬁeld line rather than with the locally
measured density. Multiple plasma density layers such as
those observed within the upleg sporadic-E region may, in
fact, be more appropriately considered as time-varying enti-
ties, resulting from large scale instabilities (discussed below)
and for which a “steady-state” picture is inadequate to ex-
plain the observations.
4.3 Large scale structure
Pronounced, large scale variations in the electric ﬁeld data
were observed in the upper sporadic-E region (110–152km)
during the upleg, as shown in particular in Figs. 7, 8, and 9.
It is clear from the data that these variations are organized
with respect to time and not altitude. The periodic variations
are considerably longer than the spin period of the rocket, are
far shorter than the coning period, and are almost certainly of
geophysical origin.
A summary of the main features of the periodic structures
observed in the rocket data above 110km are as follows:
1. The electric ﬁeld data reveal a well-deﬁned, quasi-
periodic structuring above the sporadic-E layer that is
continuousfrom110kmtotherocketapogeeof152km.
2. The dominant rocket frame period varies from 20–30s.
3. Typical electric ﬁeld amplitudes are 3–5mV/m, with
some excursions as high as 9mV/m.2330 R. Pfaff et al.: Electric ﬁeld measurements of DC and long wavelength structures
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Fig. 14. Range-time-intensity plot of 32MHz radar echoes from Tanegashima (south) showing QP echo structure (Saito et al., 2005).
4. A minimum varianceanalysisshows thatthewavefronts
are oriented in the NE-SW quadrants, along an azimuth
that is oriented 53◦ east of geographic north.
5. The rocket frame period corresponds to wavelengths of
10–15km assuming a phase velocity of 50m/s towards
the southwest.
6. The electric ﬁeld waveforms are not sinusoidal, but
show evidence of steepening and possible convergence
at the source.
7. There is a coarse structuring in the plasma density data
with typical 1N/N amplitudes of 10–20% that displays
a general correspondence to the electric ﬁeld structure.
However, there is no consistent, detailed relationship
between the 1E and 1N/N amplitudes for these struc-
tures, even though the largest electric ﬁeld structure am-
plitude (9mV/m) was observed in conjunction with the
largest 1N/N value (∼50%).
8. Some of the electric ﬁeld structures have associated
bursts of weak, shorter-scale electric ﬁeld irregularities,
for example, at 127.5km and at 150km.
9. The downleg data show much weaker (1–2mV/m), km-
scale electric ﬁeld structures that were also oriented in
the NE/SW quadrants, though did not show a distinct
period. On the other hand, the downleg data reveal a
more structured plasma density proﬁle.
We now seek to understand the processes responsible for
these structures, as well as their relation to both the simul-
taneous observations of QP radar echoes and the variations
in the neutral wind revealed in a chemical trail released by a
second rocket launched 15min later.
The quasi-periodic (QP) echoes observed by the 32MHz
Tanegashima coherent scatter radar during this ﬂight are
shown in Fig. 14 (Saito et al., 2005). These authors com-
pare data from two spatially separated radars from which it
is concluded that the QP echo structures appear to be travel-
ing at approximately 50m/s from the northeast to the south-
west. Based on this velocity, the QP echo striations observed
during the launch and shown in Fig. 14 have spacings of
∼13–15km around the time of the launch. These scales
are very similar to those of the dominant electric ﬁeld and
plasma density structures observed in the upleg in-situ mea-
surements presented here.
The prime candidate mechanisms to explain these large
scale structures include:
1. The Kelvin Helmholtz instability,
2. The Es-layer or Azimuth-Dependent instability, and
3. Gravity waves.
We now brieﬂy discuss each mechanism in the context of the
observations.
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability: The Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability (KHI) results from the same shear in the neutral
wind that sets up the sporadic-E layer. A velocity shear
associated with two layers of different density may become
unstable, generating a series of “whorls” or billows whose
wavelength depends on the thickness of the layer (e.g.
Drazin and Reid, 1981). The instability thus creates a series
of patches of density and velocity that evolve to increasingly
smaller spatial scales with time. KHI has been proposed
by Larsen (2000) as a possible explanation for QP radar
echoes, arguing that the neutral winds associated with
numerous sporadic-E events are sufﬁciently unstable (i.e.R. Pfaff et al.: Electric ﬁeld measurements of DC and long wavelength structures 2331
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Fig. 15. Image (negative photograph) of the TMA chemical release from the Kochi observing site showing the billowing structure in the
neutral wind (Larsen et al., 2005).
the Richardson number is less than 0.25) to generate these
waves. Bernhardt (2002) has performed computer modeling
of the KHI within sporadic-E layers and demonstrated
how 10km “whorls” would form within the layer. As the
instability evolves, he shows that a single plasma layer
could form into multiple layers separated by a few km in
altitude, such as is observed in the SEEK-2 upleg density
data presented here.
Neutral wind data were obtained from the chemical tracer
release from a second rocket (S310-32) launched 15min
after the ﬁrst SEEK-2 rocket along a similar trajectory,
as shown in Fig. 1 (Larsen et al., 2005). As shown by
these authors, the chemical tracer revealed evidence for
strong shears with low Richardson numbers (<0.25) and
hence would be unstable to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
(KHI). Furthermore, the low apogee and large horizontal
velocity of the second rocket enabled the chemical release
to reveal the presence of periodic “whorls” or billows
similar to that produced by the KHI mechanism, as shown
in Fig. 15 (Larsen et al., 2005). These whorls reveal a
deﬁnitive horizontal wavelength of 5km, less than half of
that observed in the electric ﬁeld structures reported here.
Larsen et al. (2005) also report that the KHI cusps are
conﬁned to an altitude range of 100–115km and show an
altitude extent of ∼2km. Furthermore, the chemical release
data only displayed evidence for such whorls on the upleg,
even though the wind shear on the downleg was also shown
to have sufﬁciently low Richardson numbers to be unstable
to the KHI process. This is in qualitative agreement to the
observations reported here of electric ﬁeld structures which
were much more pronounced during the upleg, or nearer to
the region of observed QP radar echoes. The different scale
length of the whorls observed in the chemical release data
compared to that of the electric ﬁeld structures is currently
not explained.
Es layer instability: Another instability mechanism that
might explain the observations reported here is the Es-layer
instability put forward in a series of papers (Cosgrove and
Tsunoda, 2001; 2002a; 2002b; 2003; Tsunoda et al., 2004).
This mechanism relies on the creation of a Hall polarization
electric ﬁeld that derives its energy from the same zonal wind
shear that sets up the initial sporadic-E layer. The Hall po-
larizationelectricﬁelddestabilizesthelayeraboveandbelow
the layer which subsequently deforms. Eventually, horizon-
tal overlap of the layer reduces the Hall electric ﬁeld and
the layer is restored. Hence, a cyclical process develops that
produces large scale periodic structures. A key observational
element of this mechanism is the 45◦ azimuth dependence of
the resulting waveforms. In the northern hemisphere, these
authors demonstrate that the wave fronts propagate along the
northeast-southwest direction, as we report here.
This instability mechanism has characteristics that could
explain many of the observations reported here, including the
azimuth dependence (∼53◦) of the large scale electric ﬁeld
structures. Note that the QP radar echoes (Saito et al., 2005)
reveal frontal structures of plasma density that were oriented
in the northwest/southeast direction that is consistent with
the observed electric ﬁeld orientation (perpendicular to this
direction).
The Es-layer instability does not include an explicit
wavelength dependence in the growth rate. Simulations
(Cosgrove and Tsunoda, 2003; Tsunoda et al., 2004) show
characteristic scales of 20–30km which simply correspond
to the chosen initial seed. A shorter scale of 15km is cer-
tainly feasible for their instability. The instability displays
a complex evolution from onset through the development,
saturation, and re-convergence phases. Consequently, the
interdependence of the electric ﬁelds, plasma density, and
neutral winds evolve considerably with time. As mentioned
above, the interdependency of these parameters are difﬁcult
to capture with a snapshot of probe measurements gathered
along a one-dimensional rocket trajectory.2332 R. Pfaff et al.: Electric ﬁeld measurements of DC and long wavelength structures
Gravity waves: Gravity waves are another possible ex-
planation of the observed periodic phenomena, particularly
since a link between airglow observations of gravity waves
and radar observations of QP-echoes has been established
(see, for example, Onoma et al., 2005; Ogawa et al., 2005).
In this scenario, the quasi-periodic electric ﬁelds above
110km would correspond to those of local gravity waves
that penetrate and/or map to the higher altitudes. Given
that a typical gravity wave period corresponding to the
Brunt-Vaisala frequency, ωB, for this region is 300s, we see
that a 15km wavelength would have a corresponding phase
velocity of 50m/s, given Vφ=ωB/k, which is consistent
with the velocities inferred from the radar measurements
presented by Saito et al. (2005).
Yokoyama et al. (2005) showed simulation results of the
E-region modulated by gravity waves based on the work of
Yokoyama et al. (2004). These simulations clearly reproduce
the large scale structures as a function of altitude which are
similar to that observed in the electric ﬁeld and plasma den-
sitydatareportedhere. Thisresearchhencestronglysupports
the gravity wave interpretation of the data, particularly above
the shear region.
Smoothly-varying electric ﬁelds were observed in the
SEEK-1 campaign above 110km (Pfaff et al., 1998) that
were suggested by those authors to be due to gravity
waves with wavelengths of ∼20km that also were oriented
between the NE-SW quadrants. The large scale electric ﬁeld
waves observed in the SEEK-2 experiment above 110km
have shorter temporal periods and shorter wavelengths
(10–15km) and also show evidence for steepened structures.
They also show some evidence for associated plasma density
variations which were not observed associated with the
SEEK-1 large scale waves. It is not clear if the two experi-
ments measured large scale structures launched by similar
processes. Finally, we note that Gelinas et al. (2002) report
similar observations and discuss how local electric ﬁelds of
a few mV/m may be generated by neutral winds associated
with gravity waves, but show that such ﬁelds vanish outside
the source region. We conclude that gravity waves may
explain the quasi-periodic electric ﬁeld structures observed
in the upleg data here.
Mapping of electric ﬁelds to higher altitudes: Electric ﬁeld
structures with relatively long wavelengths (>1km) map
with high efﬁciency along the magnetic ﬁeld in the iono-
sphere, as discussed by numerous authors (e.g. Farley, 1959).
The electric ﬁeld structures observed in this experiment
above 110km may indeed represent ﬁelds that mapped
up from the seat of instability in the sporadic-E region
below. We can not discount the possibility, however, that
the electric ﬁelds observed above 110km might have also
been inﬂuenced by a local generation mechanism or a
combination of mapping and local processes. For example,
non-linear wave distortions, including steepening associated
with local plasma temperature enhancements reported in
this experiment by Oyama (personal communication, 2005),
would create departures from sinusoidal waveforms that are
suggested by the observed electric ﬁeld signatures.
The dynamic evolution of the instabilities would likely re-
sult in complex phase variations between the local density
and electric ﬁeld structures such as we observe here. As
mentioned above, non-local effects are particularly impor-
tant, since the density is a local perturbation and the electric
ﬁeld likely mapped from below. In this regard, one would
expect the electric ﬁelds to correlate with the plasma density
integrated along the magnetic ﬁeld line rather than the local
density.
4.4 Short scale variations
Finally, we comment on the observations of short scale elec-
tric ﬁeld irregularities associated with the sporadic-E layer.
Notice from Fig. 13 that the spectrogram corresponding to
the upleg data below 110km is divided into two or possibly
three layers whereas the downleg data shows only a single,
broad unstable layer of irregularities. This difference agrees
qualitatively with the appearance of multiple plasma density
layers on the upleg and a single plasma density layer on the
downleg.
Weﬁrstconsiderthegradientdriftinstabilitytoexplainthe
short scale waves. In general, the gradient drift instability in
the lower-E-region produces positive growth whenever the
electric ﬁeld includes a component aligned with the gradient
in the plasma number (i.e. for E·∇N>0) as shown by several
authors(seediscussioninKelley, 1989). Althoughhorizontal
gradients may indeed contribute to growth, we assume that
thevariationsoftheplasmadensityobservedalongtherocket
trajectory primarily represent variations with altitude, since
sharp layering with respect to altitude of the plasma density
in sporadic-E events is well-established from a substantial
numberofpreviousrocketandincoherentscatterradarobser-
vations. Accordingly, we concentrate on the vertical plasma
density gradient for the purposes of the discussion here.
In Figs. 13a and b, we have calculated the contribution to
the growth term based on the scalar product of the observed
vector electric ﬁeld and the vertical plasma gradient (i.e.
E·∇Nvertical) measured along the rocket trajectory at 100m
intervals. The growth term is plotted on the right hand side
of the ﬁgures. Given the dip angle of the magnetic ﬁeld at
this location, when the meridional electric ﬁeld is generally
northward, the bottomside of the plasma density gradient is
unstable and conversely, when the meridional electric ﬁeld is
generally southward, the topside of the gradient is unstable.
For the downleg data shown in Fig. 13b, irregularities are
present on the topside of the sharp plasma density layer in
the presence of a southward DC electric ﬁeld and appear
to be associated with gradient drift growth, in conjunction
with the positive growth term. This region of positive wave
growth on the downleg is at the lower edge of a broader re-
gionofwavesfrom103–108kmwherethesharpplasmaden-
sity gradient has disappeared and hence the conditions for
gradient drift growth due to the DC electric ﬁeld and vertical
plasma gradient are no longer present. The broader region of
waves may contain contributions from gradient drift drivenR. Pfaff et al.: Electric ﬁeld measurements of DC and long wavelength structures 2333
waves that map the short distance up from the sharp unstable
layer below as well as non-local effects (Seyler et al., 2002).
However, other processes, including those driven by the neu-
tral wind (e.g. Kagan and Kelley, 2000), may be necessary
to explain the origin and growth of the observed short scale
waves in the downleg between 103 and 107km.
In contrast to the downleg data, the appearance of shorter
scale irregularities in the upleg sporadic-E region does not
correspond in any predictable way to regions where the gra-
dient drift growth term is positive (i.e. unstable), as shown in
Fig. 13a. Notice in particular the large positive spike in the
growth term at 104.5km that corresponds to the sharp under-
side of the plasma density gradient in the presence of a north-
ward (albeit weak) electric ﬁeld, yet does not have any cor-
responding irregularities present. In fact, the density curve is
remarkably “clean” on both the bottomside of this layer and
the topside of the layer directly below at 103km. Possibly,
a U×B term is counteracting that of the weak electric ﬁelds
and hence suppressing wave growth where it might normally
be expected. Indeed, one might well expect that wind-driven
gradient drift irregularities might form on the sharp gradi-
ent of the sporadic-E plasma density layers (Kagan, 1998;
Kagan and Kelley, 1998; Kagan and Ogawa, 2000; Kagan,
2002), although it is difﬁcult to directly evaluate these effects
in this experiment without a local neutral wind measurement.
5 Summary
The measurements of electric ﬁeld and plasma density reveal
a complex electrodynamics associated with the sporadic-E
layers that was considerably different between the rocket’s
upleg and downleg traversals of the lower ionosphere. The
data may be divided into two regions: the main sporadic-E
layer (95–110km) and the upper sporadic-E layer (110–
152km).
Main sporadic-E layer (95–110km): The main sporadic-E
layer (95–110km) on the upleg is characterized by sharp
density layers, highly variable DC electric ﬁelds, and
multiple layers of broadband irregularities. No consistent,
predictable relation between the observed DC electric
ﬁelds, sharp plasma density sporadic-E layers, and regions
of irregularities could be discerned. Rather, the data are
indicative of a dynamic region of large scale instabilities
with complex electrodynamic signatures that map within the
sporadic-E region as well as to higher altitudes. By contrast,
on the downleg, the sporadic-E region is characterized by a
single plasma density peak, by DC electric ﬁelds that exhibit
some association with the density peak, and by a single
layer of broadband irregularities. Although the downleg data
suggest a somewhat less complex and perhaps less dynamic
layer compared to the upleg, their electrodynamic properties
are nevertheless not immediately transparent.
Upper sporadic-E layer (110–152km) : The electric
ﬁeld data above the sporadic-E layer on the upleg, from
110km to the apogee of 152km, reveal a continuous
train of distinct, large scale, quasi-periodic structures
with wavelengths of 10–15km that propagate between the
NE-SW quadrants. The structures have typical amplitudes
of 3–5mV/m with excursions as high as 9mV/m, show
evidence for steepening, and are generally associated with
local plasma density structures. The electric ﬁeld structures
likely originate from the sporadic-E region below where
they map along the magnetic ﬁeld to the higher altitudes and
are observed by the rocket probes. These structures may
have been generated by the same shear in the neutral wind
that was responsible for the sporadic-E layer formation
via either the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability or the Es-Layer
instability of Cosgrove and Tsunoda (2002). Gravity waves
are another possible source of the quasi-periodic structures.
The electric ﬁeld structures observed in-situ appear to be
associated with the density striations that were the seat of
the QP echoes observed simultaneously with the VHF radar.
The data presented here address a variety of fundamen-
tal aspects of unstable sporadic-E layers and their associated
electrodynamics. Furthermore, these processes are clearly
associated with related phenomena observed in the upper E-
region and likely couple to F-region ionosphere structures
and irregularities (e.g. Haldoupis et al., 2003; Kelley et al.,
2003; Cosgrove et al., 2004; Cosgrove and Tsunoda, 2004).
In this sense, sporadic-E layers and their associated DC elec-
tric ﬁeld structures may be expected to have far-reaching
consequences within the earth’s upper atmosphere and iono-
sphere.
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